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**Introduction to New ePR Resource**
A new payment type has been added to ePR for Awards and Honorariums. Departments should begin using this new type, when applicable. Accounts Payable is always available to answer your questions.

[Click here](#) to review the presentation.

**Locating ePR for Inactive Preparer Pending Status**
ePR’s are in the system with a pending status, because an individual who needs to approve is no longer employed by the university. This is causing the number of pending ePR’s older than 90 days to increase. When an individual terminates or leaves the department, the department should make sure the ePR’s assigned to that person are processed. Judy explained how to search for these old ePR’s. Accounts Payable will start and annual process to clear out these old ePR’s.

[Click here](#) to review the presentation.

**Household Moves**
The IRS has changed the rules on household moves. Household moves are now considered income. As such, Human Resources will now be responsible for Household moves. Purchasing has a link on their page to the new HR [Moving Allowance Payment Form](#). Please contact your HR rep for more details.

**Purchasing Web Update**
The Purchasing department has a new [Contract Directory](#) on their website. This page provides information on university contracts and cooperative contracts for frequently purchased goods and services. It has the following categories:

- Catering Services
- Consulting Services
- Facilities and Maintenance
- Furniture and Services
- Marketing Services
- Research & Development
- Transportation Services
- University Wide or Commonly Used Contracts

Content is still being developed for some of the pages, so if a page has an “Under Construction” sign check back later.

**UShop Preview new Dashboard**
A new version of the Shopping Dashboard has color-coded sections (widgets) organized with shopping tools on the left and informational and management tools on the right.
In an effort to streamline and simplify the UShop non-catalog request process, the current “Non-Catalog” and “PO Renewal” forms will be consolidated into one form. This new form will be the “Purchase Request” form.

Whether your plan is to make a one-time purchase or multiple contract-based purchases over a period of time, you’ll only need to select the new “Purchase Request” form. No matter what type of non-catalog purchase you need to make, you’ll be using the correct form.

This consolidation affects only the current “Non-Catalog” and “PO Renewal” forms. Other UShop specialized non-catalog forms will still be available and should continue to be used where appropriate.

The new “Purchase Request” form will contain a section for contract details if your purchase will be made against a new or existing contract.

The consolidation of these two forms will help simplify the UShop requisitioning process. The replacement of these two forms with the new UShop “Purchase Request” form is slated for the week of April 22, 2019.

**Purchase Request – Reporting and Accounting Distribution Set Up**

**Reporting**

Find the POs you want to duplicate by using Advanced Search criteria:

- Document Type – Requisition
- Supplier – all suppliers with whom you have renewal orders
- Form Name (For this transition year only) – PO Renewal and Purchase Request
- Custom Fields – such as Activity, Project, Org ID

**Accounting Distribution Set Up**

- A PO has multiple functions: it not only places an order for the things you need, but it also encumbers funds to allow invoices to be paid. In order for expenses to be posted to the correct funding source, the correct Accounting Distributions need to be indicated on the PO.
- Departments are responsible for their own accounting. Accounts Payable’s role is to pay invoices per the Funding Source indicated on the PO, not to reallocate your charges.
- The Accounting Distribution on a PO should be set up appropriately from the start. It should not be considered a “Default Fund” from which individual charges may be reallocated.

Example Scenarios:

- One Accounting Distribution : One Product Description Line – putting the Acct. Dist. At the header is OK
- One Accounting Distribution : Multiple Product Description Lines – putting the Acct. Dist. At the header is OK
- Multiple Accounting Distributions : One Product Description Line – putting the Acct. Dist. At the header is OK, but be aware of how the Accounting Distributions are split.
- Multiple Accounting Distributions : Multiple Product Description Lines
*Now is the time to start utilizing the ability to edit Accounting Distribution at the Product Description Line level, and to assign the correct Accounting Distribution(s) to each Product Description line.

- Best Practice: PO for a single purchase or discrete purchases for a period of time.
- For a PO that is open for a period of time and is intended to handle multiple invoices: if a new Accounting Distribution is required, it is best practice to cancel the original PO and issue a fresh PO which indicates the correct Funding Source(s).

**UShop Demo Quick Order**

The Purchase Request Quick Order (currently Non-Catalog Quick Order) is a great tool to place an order with multiple Product Description lines very quickly. Having these Product Description lines in place allows the user to assign unique Accounting Distributions to each line, as needed.

“Set it and forget it!”

**Adequate Documentation**

For an expense to be adequately documented, there are certain elements that should be included in a Journal Entry when one university department/organization bills another university department/organization’s Sponsored Award. This also applies to all other types of financial transactions. Click on [this link](#) to learn more.

**Travel Fair**

The Travel department is having a Travel Fair on April 22. Click [here](#) to learn more and RSVP.

*Next BPAG Meeting – May 10, 2019*